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Advertising in US higher education

Average annual spending on paid advertising by colleges: >$1 bil 2010-20

+ Driven by for-profit colleges
Years of controversy surrounding marketing practices of for-profit colleges
+ FTC investigations of deceptive ads by large chains

Research question:

What is the effect of advertising on demand for college?
+ Effects of own and rival ads
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This Project

Empirical setting: Less-selective colleges in the US, 2010-2015

+ Enroll over half of undergraduates, local markets
Data: Create novel panel of college advertising
+ Link local TV ads from Nielsen to annual college data from IPEDS

Theory-informed identification: Exploit exogeneity embedded in TV
advertising: Advertisers are unable to precisely predict viewership

→ Use control function to absorb the endogenous part of realized TV
views or impressions
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Preview of Results and Contributions

What I find

+ Own advertising ↑ new enrollments, rival adv effects undetectable

+ Heterogeneous effects by institution level and control
+ Business-stealing: Public CCs harmed by for-profit rival ads
+ Positive enrollment spillovers of for-profits ads on rival for-profits

Contributions

1. First to estimate effects of own and rival advertising on enrollment
2. New way to identify effect of TV adv on demand w/o policy variation

+ Generalizable to other settings, allows identification of rival effects
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Empirical Approach



Identifying the Effect of Advertising on Demand for College

Advertising is a choice by firms, likely correlates w/ unobserved demand
Credible approaches in the literature:
+ Border design: Good identification, but infeasible with current data
+ Political IV: Good strategy for own effects, but rival effects not identified

My approach:
+ Insight: Given an ad spot, advertisers expect a certain # of views, but they

always face uncertainty (i.e., realized impressions is stochastic)
+ Idea: Exploit the deviations between expected and realized viewership
+ Key assumption: Factors that shift the viewership of an institution’s ads

are uncorrelated with other determinants of its enrollment
5



Naive Model

Let j =institution, t =year
yjt = ψ + aaa′jtβββ + xxx ′jtγγγ + ρj + τt + ujt (1)

• yjt= j ’s new enrollment in year t
• aaa′jt = [ajt a−jt] = own and rival TV impressions
• xjtxjtxjt = time-varying college attributes
• ρj = unobserved institutional features/student tastes for j
• τt = aggregate/common shocks to college enrollment in t

• ujt = mean zero error
• βββ is the parameter of interest
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Empirical Strategy

Step 1: Use ad spending sjt to form a prediction of impressions âjt
âjt = f (sjt)

Assumption: âjt captures all predictable variation in ajt (when ads purchased)

Step 2: Use the predicted impressions in a control function C(âjt) to isolate
exogenous variation in realized impressions
Estimating equation:

yjt = ψ + aaa′jtβββ + C(âaajt) + xxx ′jtγγγ + θj + σt + εjt (2)
Intuition: C(âaajt) controls for the part of aaajt that correlates with ujt , so the
remaining component of the error, εjt , is uncorrelated with aaajt .
β is identified if E(εjt ∣aaajt ,C(âaajt),xxx jt , θj , σt) = 0
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Data and Descriptive Statistics



College and Advertising Data

College Data: IPEDS Title IV undergraduate-serving institutions 2010-15
+ Key variables: Fall new enrollment (outcome), prior year tuition, ave.

instructional spend, majors offered
+ Restrict to less-selective public/private (admit ≥80%, no test/GPA

requirements), community/tech, and for-profit colleges

Ad Intel: All local TV ads aired in top 25 DMAs by colleges and institutes DMAs

+ Key variables: brand, date/time/market aired, duration, spot cost (spend),
and impressions/GRPs (# 18-34 year olds who see the ad)

+ Restrict to ads aired in institution j ’s own DMA
+ Rival Advertising = Ads aired by colleges located in j ’s DMA and CZ

Annual county economic data: To control for variation in local college demand
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Sample Statistics - Institution Characteristics

Publics For-Profits All Insts
Non −Adv Adv All Non −Adv Adv All Non −Adv Adv All

Fall Undergraduates 8,591 13,359 9,701 324 1,434 708 1,851 2,807 2,159

(7,983) (12,879) (9,565) (905) (9,015) (5,378) (4,761) (10,099) (6,962)
Fall New Enrollments 2,149 3,131 2,377 115 325 187 489 650 541

(1,925) (3,038) (2,271) (297) (1,379) (852) (1,172) (1,868) (1,436)
Tuition and Fees 3,309 3,737 3,409 13,340 16,967 14,595 11,514 15,254 12,721

(2,414) (1,662) (2,268) (5,997) (5,714) (6,147) (6,864) (6,906) (7,096)
Instruct. Spend/Student 4,205 3,798 4,110 5,610 4,920 5,375 5,946 5,357 5,758

(3,539) (1,918) (3,240) (5,728) (4,200) (5,269) (9,196) (8,391) (8,951)
Student-Faculty Ratio 22 21 22 16 22 18 17 22 18

(8) (7) (7) (8) (11) (9) (8) (10) (9)
Offers Weekend/Evening Class (%) 63 70 65 43 65 50 46 66 53

(48) (46) (48) (49) (48) (50) (50) (47) (50)
Offers Distance Education (%) 86 96 88 12 42 23 27 49 34

(35) (20) (33) (33) (49) (42) (45) (50) (47)
Retention Rate (FT) 64 60 63 73 63 69 71 63 68

(13) (12) (13) (19) (21) (20) (19) (20) (20)
Observations 2,006 9,572 12,327
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Sample Statistics - Advertising

2-Year Publics 2-Year For-Profits 4-Year Publics 4-Year For-Profits Private Non-Profits All
Mean/SD. Mean/SD. Mean/SD. Mean/SD. Mean/SD. Mean/SD.

Own TV Ad Spend (000) 81 321 378 434 180 332

(177) (459) (1,225) (479) (273) (486)
Own GRPs 161 867 509 939 371 792

(319) (1,122) (1,353) (1,139) (473) (1,088)
# TV Ads 391 3,029 648 2,677 1,063 2,502

(603) (3,782) (1,521) (3,396) (1,723) (3,453)
Own TV Ads Duration (hours) 3 26 5 29 9 24

(5) (33) (12) (35) (15) (32)
# Rivals Advertising 21 26 17 27 22 25

(11) (16) (14) (15) (13) (15)
Rival TV Ad Spend (000) 6,620 9,123 5,737 9,251 7,478 8,764

(5,059) (9,213) (6,025) (8,153) (7,196) (8,424)
Rival GRPs 14,603 17,876 13,667 19,127 15,687 17,782

(10,601) (11,451) (13,567) (10,904) (10,644) (11,301)
Observations 374 1,942 101 1,367 199 3,983
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Results



Effect of Own and Rival GRPs on Enrollment

Percent Effect on New Enrollment
Units: 100 GRPs Units: 1 SD GRPs

Own GRPs 1.22*** 8.75***
(0.25) (1.77)

Rival GRPs 0.01 1.05

(0.01) (1.65)
Ave Enrollment 547

Inst-Year Obs 12,559

Unique Insts 2,439
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Own-Advertising Elasticities by Control

Effects of Own Advertising

Advertiser Control
Publics 0.058*** (0.018) [0.022,0.093]
Private Non-Profits 0.012 (0.064) [−0.113,0.138]
For-Profits 0.111*** (0.023) [0.066,0.157]

Ave. Enrollment 547

Unique Insts 2,439

Inst-Year Obs 12,559
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Cross-Control Effects of Rival Advertising
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Cross-Sector Rival Elasticities

on New Enrollment at
Effect of GRPs by 2 Year Publics 2 Year For-Profits 4 Year Publics 4 Year For-Profits All Private Non-Profits
2 Year Publics 0.017 0.003 −0.044 0.000 0.021

(0.015) (0.017) (0.051) (0.035) (0.036)
2 Year For-Profits −0.101 0.028 −0.032 0.083 −0.016

(0.029) (0.025) (0.047) (0.057) (0.062)
4 Year Publics 0.023 −0.021 0.068 −0.060 0.077

(0.022) (0.022) (0.028) (0.057) (0.052)
4 Year For-Profits −0.036 −0.006 −0.070 0.135 −0.005

(0.018) (0.019) (0.060) (0.063) (0.032)
All Private Non-Profits −0.011 0.045 0.035 0.044 −0.015

(0.016) (0.016) (0.035) (0.032) (0.036)
Ave Enrollment 547

Inst-Year Obs 12,559

Unique Insts 2,439
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Discussion

Why are estimated own effects larger at for-profit colleges?

+ Differential value of ads as increasing awareness?
+ Differences in content? e.g. more informative or persuasive?

Advertising especially beneficial to for-profit colleges. Does it benefit the
students?
+ Those diverted away from community college pay more out of pocket
+ But costs could be outweighed by higher degree completion rates
+ Responsiveness to for-profit ads may help explain recent growth of

for-profit colleges despite plummeting enrollment at community colleges
More research needed to understand how student outcomes affected
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Summary of Findings

I find that students have varied responses to ads by different types of colleges

1. Constant effects model masks heterogeneity by institution type
2. Effect of rival advertising differs by the level of institution
+ Among 2 year institutions, evidence of cross-sector business stealing:

2 year for-profit advertising especially harms community colleges
(-0.10)

+ Among 4 year colleges, evidence of w/in sector positive spillovers
Public on public: 0.06
For-profit on for-profit: 0.135

3. Ads by private non-profits have insignificant own effect but positive impact
on enrollment at for-profit competitors
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Stay Tuned - Coming Soon!

Alternative control function: Use rich spot attributes + ML to
nonparametrically predict impressions
+ Train random forest on ads aired in prior year (all products)
+ Leverage detailed data on media type, channel/distributor, TV program

name and genre, commercial pod, day of week, and time of day to predict
impressions

+ Predict impressions separately by demographic group
+ Estimate impacts using impressions and enrollment by sex

Comments welcome!
• marifian@wisc.edu
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Appendix



The U.S. has 210 media markets known as DMAs

Return



Empirical Strategy (Details)



Identifying the causal effects of advertising on demand

Empirical Challenge: TV advertising is endogenous
• Advertising choices part of firm’s optimization problem
• Possibility of strategic responses to competing firms
• Unobserved factors affecting both ad choices and college-going

Direction of bias is ambiguous
• Firm advertises more, anticipating a drop in future enrollments due to a

nearby plant opening (↓ bias)
• Firm advertises more, anticipating increased demand because a rival is

closing (↑ bias)
→ Need exogenous variation in advertising to identify effect on enrollment
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Model of college enrollment with advertising

Let j =institution, t =year
yjt = ψ + aaa′jtβββ + xxx ′jtγγγ + ρj + τt + ujt (3)

where y = new enrollment, aaa′jt = [ajt a−jt] = own and rival impressions,
xxx = college attributes, ρj = student tastes for j , τt = aggregate demand shocks,
ujt = mean zero error, and βββ is the estimand

Identification challenge:

E(ujt ∣aaajt ,xxx jt , ρj , τt) ≠ 0.

I need exogenous variation in advertising to identify β
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Solution: Exploit unanticipated variation in impressions

When buying ads, colleges choose spots based on a prediction µjt ∶= âjt of the
impressions ajt .

Because colleges consider demand shocks ujt when deciding what ads to buy,
predicted impressions is endogenous with respect to enrollment:

E(ujt ∣µjt ,xxx jt , ρj , τt) ≠ 0

...but realized impressions is stochastic:
ajt ∶= µjt + ηjt , where µjt ⊥ ηjt

Interpretation: ηjt are random fluctuations in TV viewing that cannot be
predicted at time of purchase.
What causes ηjt ≠ 0? Traffic jams, weather, March Madness, power outages
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I adopt a two-step approach

My strategy is to exploit ηjt to identify the effect of impressions on enrollment
Step 1: Predict the impressions that advertisers could expect when ads
purchased
Step 2: Use the predicted impressions as a control function, which isolates
exogenous variation in realized impressions
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		%------------------------------------------------
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	%\begin{frame}{What I do}
	%%\textbf{Research question: } \\
	%%\textit{What is the effect of college advertising on enrollment at less-selective institutions? } \\ \vspace{.2cm}
	%%% I want to understand both the effectiveness of an institution's own advertising and whether advertising leads students to substitute across different types of institutions 
	%%\pause
	%\textbf{Data:} \textcolor{ered}{Create novel panel} of college advertising from 2010-2015 %Say: from Nielsen's Ad Intel
	%%	\begin{itemize}
		%%		\pause \item[$+$] Nielsen's Ad Intel database: 
		%%		\begin{itemize} 
			%%			\item[] Observations of \textcolor{ered}{local TV commercials} 
			%%			\item[] Estimates of \# \textcolor{ered}{views} of the ad: \pause \textcolor{ered}{``impressions"}%Say: for 18-34 year olds 
			%%		\end{itemize}
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			%		%TV ad spending to predict % Say: To do this, I will ... Argue that a flexible function of ad spending absorbs the endogeneous variation in impressions--that is, that which is correlated with colleges expectations about college demand; conditional on this flexible function of ad spending, I argue that the remaining variation in impressions comes from randomness in realized ad spot and TV viewing, and that this variation in viewership is uncorrelated with enrollment
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		%	\end{itemize}
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	%------------------------------------------------
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		\textbf{What I find}  \\ \vspace{.2cm}
		\begin{itemize}
			\item[$+$] Own advertising $\uparrow$ new enrollments, rival adv effects undetectable 
			\pause \item[$+$] Heterogeneous effects by institution level and control
			\begin{itemize}
				\item[$+$] Business-stealing: Public CCs harmed by for-profit rival ads
				\item[$+$] Positive enrollment spillovers of for-profits ads on rival for-profits
			\end{itemize}			
		\end{itemize}				
	\pause \textbf{Contributions}
		\begin{enumerate}
			%	\item Construct novel dataset that links TV ad occurrences with institutional data on U.S. colleges	
			\item First to estimate effects of own and rival advertising on enrollment
			\item New way to identify effect of TV adv on demand w/o policy variation 
			\begin{itemize}
				\item[$+$] Generalizable to other settings, allows identification of rival effects
			\end{itemize}
		\end{enumerate}
	\end{frame}

%\begin{frame}{Does college advertising do anything?}
%A few other facts for context:
%%  \\ \vspace{.3cm} \pause
%\begin{wideitemize}
%\pause	\item[1.] Colleges' ad expenditures are \alert{not regulated} by \alert{or reported} to the Dept. of Ed %The Department of Education knows \alert{nothing} about college ad spending
%			\begin{itemize}
	%		%	\pause	\item[-] Colleges' ad expenditures are \alert{not regulated or reported}
	%			% Even though most for-profit colleges are largely depending on the federal government
	%			\pause	\item[-] Over \alert{80\% of for-profit colleges' revenue} comes from the \alert{federal gov't}
	%			\end{itemize}
%\pause 	\item[2.] The for-profit sector has a history of \alert{unlawful and predatory practices}  % Unlawful and predatory practices by for-profit colleges raise concern about consumer harm % Consumer advocates long concerned about harms by for-profits %For-profit advertisers accused of \alert{predatory and abusive practices} % consumer protection concerns
%			\begin{itemize}
	%			\pause \item[-] \alert{FTC settlements} with large for-profit chains for \alert{false advertising} 
	%			\pause \item[-] \alert{Sudden closures of aggressive advertisers} ITT Tech, Corinthian Colleges
	%			% All of this in the context of 
	%		%	\pause \item[-] For-profit attendees experience \alert{poor graduation and earnings outcomes}
	%			\end{itemize}		
%\pause 	\item[3.] We do not know how college advertising affects students' choices and outcomes
%%			\begin{itemize}
	%%			\pause	\item Effects are \textit{a priori} ambiguous
	%%			\end{itemize}
%\end{wideitemize}
%	
%\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\section{Empirical Approach}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Identifying the Effect of Advertising on Demand for College}
	% Say: Of course, the empirical challenge in estimating the effect of advertising on enrollment is that colleges' advertising decisions are endogenous. 
Advertising is a choice by firms, likely correlates w/ unobserved demand \\ \vspace{.2cm}
Credible approaches in the literature: 
\begin{itemize}
	\item[$+$] Border design: Good identification, but \textcolor{ered}{infeasible with current data}
	\item[$+$] Political IV: Good strategy for own effects, but \textcolor{ered}{rival effects not identified}
	%\item[$+$] Regulation: Actions affecting college advertising likely also to directly affect enrollment
\end{itemize}
My approach:
\begin{itemize}
	\item[$+$] Insight: Given an ad spot, advertisers expect a certain \# of views, \textcolor{ered}{but they always face uncertainty} (i.e., realized impressions is stochastic) % Advertisers cannot know this in advance
	\item[$+$] Idea: Exploit the \textcolor{ered}{deviations between expected and realized viewership}
	\item[$+$] Key assumption: Factors that shift the viewership of an institution's ads are uncorrelated with other determinants of its enrollment
\end{itemize}

%Two components to the logic:
%1. If colleges could make better predictions, they would (competitive advertising markets/no arbitrage condition)
%2. Factors causing large fluctuations in TV viewership are short-lived and do not also affect local labor markets, college-going, etc.
% (no Hurricane Katrinas)

%
%	\pause \item[1.] For given level of spending, \textcolor{ered}{advertisers expect} a certain \# of impressions
%	%	\item[$+$] \textcolor{ered}{Deviations arise from random events} (weather, power outage, traffic jams)
%	%	\begin{itemize}
%		\item[2.] ``Predictable" imps estimated from spot attributes using ML
%		%that is correlated w/ demand shocks  %the endogenous variation in impressions
%		%TV ad spending to predict % Say: To do this, I will ... Argue that a flexible function of ad spending absorbs the endogeneous variation in impressions--that is, that which is correlated with colleges expectations about college demand; conditional on this flexible function of ad spending, I argue that the remaining variation in impressions comes from randomness in realized ad spot and TV viewing, and that this variation in viewership is uncorrelated with enrollment
\end{frame}	
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Naive Model}
	Let $j=$institution, $t=$year
	%	\textbf{Structural model:}
	\begin{flalign}\label{model}		
		\large	y_{jt}&= \psi +\pmb{a}'_{jt}\pmb{\textcolor{ered}{\beta}} +  \pmb{x}'_{jt}\pmb{\gamma} + \rho_{j} + \tau_{t} + u_{jt}
	\end{flalign}	
	%\vspace{-.4cm}	\pause
	%\begin{flalign}
	%	Imp_{jt}	& = \sigma + \gamma Spend_{jt} + \eta_{jt} %\tau_{j} + \tau_{t} +  V_{jt} 
	%\end{flalign}
\begin{itemize}
	\item $y_{jt}$= $j$'s new enrollment in year $t$
	\item $\pmb{a}'_{jt}=$
	$\begin{bmatrix}
		a_{jt} &	a_{-jt}
	\end{bmatrix}=$ own and rival TV impressions
	\item $\pmb{x_{jt}}=$ time-varying college attributes
	\item $\rho_{j}=$ unobserved institutional features/student tastes for $j$
	\item $\tau_t=$ aggregate/common shocks to college enrollment in $t$
	\item $u_{jt}=$ mean zero error
	\item \textcolor{ered}{$\pmb{\beta}$} is the parameter of interest 
\end{itemize}	
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	
\begin{frame}{Empirical Strategy}	
%	\textcolor{ered}{My strategy is to exploit $\eta_{jt}$ to identify the effect of impressions on enrollment}
\textbf{Step 1: Use ad spending $s_{jt}$ to form a prediction of impressions $\hat{a}_{jt}$}
$$\hat{a}_{jt}=f(s_{jt})$$
Assumption: $\hat{a}_{jt}$ captures all predictable variation in $a_{jt}$ (when ads purchased) \\ \vspace{.2cm}
%\textbf{Assumption:} \textcolor{ered}{$E(\eta_{jt}|s_{jt})=0$} %The amount spent on the ads \textcolor{ered}{$s_{jt}$} is a sufficient statistic for the attributes of the spot that determine $\mu_{jt}$. \\ \vspace{.1cm}
%Put differently, ad spending explains all of the variation in impressions that can be predicted in advance of the ad actually airing 
\pause \textbf{Step 2: } Use the predicted impressions in a \textcolor{ered}{control function} $C(\hat{a}_{jt})$ to isolate exogenous variation in realized impressions \\ \vspace{.1cm}
%\pause To exploit this variation, I insert a control function of ad spending $s_{jt}$ into the Equation \ref{model} from above, giving the following estimating equation:
 \textcolor{ered}{Estimating equation:} 
\begin{flalign}\label{estimatingeqn}		
	\large	y_{jt}&= \psi +\pmb{a}'_{jt}\pmb{\textcolor{ered}{\beta}} + C(\hat{\pmb{a}}_{jt})+  \pmb{x}'_{jt}\pmb{\gamma} + \theta_{j} + \sigma_{t} + \varepsilon_{jt}
\end{flalign}	
\pause	\textcolor{ered}{Intuition:} $C(\hat{\pmb{a}}_{jt})$ controls for the part of  $\pmb{a}_{jt}$ that correlates with $u_{jt}$, so the remaining component of the error, $\varepsilon_{jt}$, is uncorrelated with $\pmb{a}_{jt}$. \\
\vspace{.2cm}
$\beta$ is identified if $E(\varepsilon_{jt}|\pmb{a}_{jt}, C(\hat{\pmb{a}}_{jt}), \pmb{x}_{jt},\theta_{j},\sigma_{t})=0$
%(requires that $cov(\eta_{jt},u_{jt})=0$)
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	
\section{Data and Descriptive Statistics}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	
\begin{frame}{College and Advertising Data}\label{data}
	% Say starting in 2010 and released annually
	\textbf{College Data:} IPEDS Title IV undergraduate-serving institutions 2010-15
	\begin{itemize}
		\item[$+$] Key variables: Fall new enrollment (outcome), prior year tuition, ave. instructional spend, majors offered
		\item[$+$] Restrict to \textcolor{ered}{less-selective} public/private (admit $\geq$80\%, no test/GPA requirements), community/tech, and for-profit colleges
	\end{itemize}
	\pause	\textbf{Ad Intel:} \textcolor{ered}{All local TV ads} aired in top 25 DMAs by colleges and institutes \hyperlink{DMAs}{\beamergotobutton{DMAs}}	
	\begin{itemize}
		\item[$+$] Key variables: brand, date/time/market aired, duration, spot cost (\textcolor{ered}{spend}), and \textcolor{ered}{impressions/GRPs} (\# 18-34 year olds who  \textcolor{ered}{see the ad})
		\pause \item[$+$] Restrict to ads aired in institution \textcolor{ered}{$j$'s own DMA}
		\begin{itemize}
			\item[$+$] Rival Advertising $=$ Ads aired \textcolor{ered}{by colleges located in $j$'s DMA and CZ}	
		\end{itemize}
	\end{itemize}
	\pause \textbf{Annual county economic data:} To control for variation in local college demand
	%	\begin{itemize}
		%		\item[$+$] Unemployment rate, median household income,  \# adults w/o BA	
		%	\end{itemize}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	
\begin{frame}{Sample Statistics - Institution Characteristics}
	%\begin{table}
	%	\centering
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\normalsize
		\centering
		%\caption{}
		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				\vspace{-.85cm}
				\estauto{sum_collvars_ls1_all_byctr_2015_m_a_y_DMA_cz}{10}{D{.}{}{0}}
				%	\Fignote{Table \ref{table:advpartic} displays averages for non-selective postsecondary institutions in the 25 largest media markets (DMAs) for years 2010-2018. Data come from the U.S. Department of Education's Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). Columns correspond to different samples of institutions.} 
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Sample Statistics - Advertising}
	%\begin{table}
	%	\centering
	
	\begin{table}[!htbp]%	\caption{25 Largest DMAs, 2010-2015}
		\tiny
		\centering
		%\caption{}
		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
			\begin{threeparttable}
				\vspace{-.5cm}
				\normalsize
				\estauto{\tablefolder{sum_advvars_ls1_adv_bysct_2015_xjcb_a_y_nomed_EDITED}}{12}{D{.}{)}{0}}
				
				%	\Fignote{Table \ref{table:advpartic} displays averages for non-selective postsecondary institutions in the 25 largest media markets (DMAs) for years 2010-2018. Data come from the U.S. Department of Education's Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). Columns correspond to different samples of institutions.} 
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Local TV advertising by colleges}
%	\begin{columns}[T] % align columns
	%		\begin{column}{.65\textwidth}
		%			
		%			\begin{figure}
			%				\vspace{-.5cm}
			%				\centering
			%				%	\caption{\centering Local TV Advertising: Spending and Volumes}
			%				\resizebox{.98\textwidth}{!}{\includegraphics{spending_volumes_2010_15.png}
				%				}
			%				\tiny
			%				\vspace{.1cm}		
			%				\Fignote{\raggedright Author's calculations using Ad Intel Database from Nielsen. Includes all local TV ads aired by postsecondary institutions in any of the 210 media markets (DMAs) from 2010-2015. Spending in millions of 2017 US\$.}
			%			\end{figure}
		%		\end{column}%
	%		\begin{column}{.34\textwidth}
		%			\begin{wideitemize}
			%				%				\onslide<3-5> \item Spot ads accounted for 81\% of TV ad occurrences and 51\% of spending by colleges in 2010
			%				\item Nearly \alert{5.2 million} college ads aired on local TV in 2012
			%				\item Local TV ad spending by colleges peaked at \alert{\$762 million} in 2014 
			%				\item Average spending per spot ad was \$129 in 2010 % (2010 stat is not adjusted for inflation) %and \$182 in 2018
			%			\end{wideitemize}
		%			
		%		\end{column}
	%	\end{columns}
%\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	
\section{Results}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	
\begin{frame}{Effect of Own and Rival GRPs on Enrollment}
	%\begin{table}
	%	\centering
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\centering
		\resizebox{1.2\textheight}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				\small
				\estauto{lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl}{2}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%	\estauto{\fdenrln{grp}{lnugds}{j_m}{ls1}{a}{y}{unitid}{2015}}{2}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}

%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Own-Advertising Elasticities by Control}
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\tiny
		\centering
		\vspace{-.5cm}
		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
				\normalsize
				\estauto{lnugds_c_xccb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_ln_own}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------

%\begin{frame}{Own and Rival Elasticities: Treatment $\times$ Institution Control}
%	\begin{table}[!htbp]
%		\tiny
%		\centering
%		\vspace{-.5cm}
%		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
%			\centering
%			\begin{threeparttable}
%				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
%				\LARGE
%				\estauto{lnugds_c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_ln}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
%				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
%				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
%			\end{threeparttable}
%		}
%	\end{table}
%\end{frame}

%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	

\begin{frame}{Cross-Control Effects of Rival Advertising}
	\vspace{-.2cm}
	\begin{figure}
		\centering
		\includegraphics[height=\textheight, keepaspectratio]{\figfolderstata{riv_xccb_ls1_lnugds_grp_a_y_2015_unitid.png}}
	\end{figure}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Cross-Sector Rival Elasticities}
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\centering
		\vspace{-.5cm}
		\resizebox{\textwidth}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
				\normalsize
				\estauto{rival_matrix_lnugds_j_xjcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_ln}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{rival_matrix_lnugds}{j_xjcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Discussion}
	Why are estimated own effects larger at for-profit colleges?
	\begin{itemize}
		\pause \item[$+$] Differential value of ads as \textcolor{ered}{increasing awareness}?
		\item[$+$] Differences in content? e.g. more \textit{informative} or \textit{persuasive}?
	\end{itemize}
	\pause Advertising especially beneficial to for-profit colleges. Does it benefit the students?
	\begin{itemize}			
		\pause \item[$+$] Those diverted away from community college pay more out of pocket
		\item[$+$] But costs could be outweighed by higher degree completion rates
		\pause \item[$+$] Responsiveness to for-profit ads may help explain recent growth of for-profit colleges despite plummeting enrollment at community colleges
	\end{itemize}	
	\pause More research needed to understand how student outcomes affected
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------

\begin{frame}{Summary of Findings}
	I find that \textcolor{ered}{students have varied responses to ads} by different types of colleges	\\ \vspace{.2cm}
	\pause	1. Constant effects model \textcolor{ered}{masks heterogeneity by institution type} \\ \vspace{.2cm}
	\pause	2. Effect of \textcolor{ered}{rival advertising differs by the level} of institution
	\begin{itemize}
		\item[$+$] Among 2 year institutions, evidence of \textcolor{ered}{cross-sector business stealing}:
		\begin{itemize}
			\item[] 2 year for-profit advertising especially harms community colleges (-0.10)
		\end{itemize}
		\item[$+$] Among 4 year colleges, evidence of \textcolor{ered}{w/in sector positive spillovers} 
		\begin{itemize}
			\item[] Public on public: 0.06
			\item[] For-profit on for-profit: 0.135			
		\end{itemize}	
	\end{itemize}
	\pause	3. Ads by private non-profits have insignificant own effect but positive impact on enrollment at for-profit competitors
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Stay Tuned - Coming Soon!}
\textbf{Alternative control function:} \textcolor{ered}{Use rich spot attributes + ML to nonparametrically predict impressions}
	\begin{itemize}
			\item[$+$] Train random forest on ads aired in prior year (all products)
			\item[$+$] Leverage detailed data on media type, channel/distributor, TV program name and genre, commercial pod, day of week, and time of day to predict impressions
			\item[$+$] Predict impressions separately by demographic group
			\item[$+$] Estimate impacts using impressions and enrollment by sex
		\end{itemize}
Comments welcome! 
\begin{itemize}
	\item marifian@wisc.edu
\end{itemize}
\end{frame}

%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\appendix
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\section{Appendix}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	

\begin{frame}{The U.S. has 210 media markets known as DMAs}\label{DMAs}
	\vspace{-.7cm}
	\begin{figure}
		\centering
		\includegraphics[width=1.4\textheight, keepaspectratio]{st_dma_inst}
	\end{figure}
	\vspace{-1.8cm}\hyperlink{data}{\beamergotobutton{Return}}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\section{Empirical Strategy (Details)}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Identifying the causal effects of advertising on demand}
\textbf{Empirical Challenge:} \textcolor{ered}{TV advertising is endogenous}
	\begin{itemize}
			\item Advertising choices part of firm's optimization problem
			\item Possibility of strategic responses to competing firms	
			\item Unobserved factors affecting both ad choices and college-going
		\end{itemize}
	\pause Direction of bias is ambiguous
	\begin{itemize}
		\item Firm advertises more, anticipating a drop in future enrollments due to a nearby plant opening ($\downarrow$ bias)
		\item Firm advertises more, anticipating increased demand because a rival is closing ($\uparrow$ bias) 
	\end{itemize}
	\pause \textcolor{ered}{	$\rightarrow$ Need exogenous variation in advertising to identify effect on enrollment}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	

\begin{frame}{Model of college enrollment with advertising}
	Let $j=$institution, $t=$year
	%	\textbf{Structural model:}
	\begin{flalign}\label{model}		
		\large	y_{jt}&= \psi +\pmb{a}'_{jt}\pmb{\textcolor{ered}{\beta}} +  \pmb{x}'_{jt}\pmb{\gamma} + \rho_{j} + \tau_{t} + u_{jt}
	\end{flalign}	
	%\vspace{-.4cm}	\pause
	%\begin{flalign}
	%	Imp_{jt}	& = \sigma + \gamma Spend_{jt} + \eta_{jt} %\tau_{j} + \tau_{t} +  V_{jt} 
	%\end{flalign}
	where $y=$ new enrollment, $\pmb{a}'_{jt}=$
	$\begin{bmatrix}
		a_{jt} &	a_{-jt}
	\end{bmatrix}=$ own and rival impressions, \\
	$\pmb{x}=$ college attributes, $\rho_{j}=$ student tastes for $j$, $\tau_t=$ aggregate demand shocks,  $u_{jt}=$ mean zero error, and \textcolor{ered}{$\pmb{\beta}$} is the estimand \\ \vspace{.3cm} %, the causal effect of impressions on new enrollments \\ \vspace{.2cm}
	\pause \textbf{Identification challenge:} $$E(u_{jt}|\pmb{a}_{jt}, \pmb{x}_{jt},\rho_j,\tau_t)\neq0.$$ 
	% In words: Colleges consider demand shocks $u_{jt}$ when making advertising choices $\pmb{a}_{jt}$, i.e., 
	I need exogenous variation in advertising to identify $\beta$
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	

\begin{frame}{Solution: Exploit unanticipated variation in impressions}	
	When buying ads, colleges choose spots based on a prediction \textcolor{ered}{$\mu_{jt}:=\hat{a}_{jt}$} of the impressions $a_{jt}$. \\ \vspace{.2cm}
	\pause Because colleges consider demand shocks $u_{jt}$ when deciding what ads to buy, predicted impressions is endogenous with respect to enrollment:
	$$E(u_{jt}|\mu_{jt},\pmb{x}_{jt},\rho_j,\tau_t)\neq0$$
	
	\pause	...but realized impressions is stochastic:
	$$a_{jt} := \mu_{jt} + \eta_{jt}, \text{  where } \mu_{jt} \perp \eta_{jt}$$
	\textbf{Interpretation:} $\eta_{jt}$ are random fluctuations in TV viewing that \textcolor{ered}{cannot be predicted at time of purchase.} \\ \vspace{.2cm}
	%Define unpredicted impressions: $\eta_{jt}:= a_{jt} - \hat{a}_{jt}$
	\pause
	What causes $\eta_{jt}\neq0$? Traffic jams, weather, March Madness, power outages
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	
\begin{frame}{I adopt a two-step approach}	
	\textcolor{ered}{My strategy is to exploit $\eta_{jt}$ to identify the effect of impressions on enrollment}
	
	\textbf{Step 1: } Predict the impressions that advertisers \textcolor{ered}{could expect when ads purchased} \\ \vspace{.2cm}
	\textbf{Step 2: } Use the predicted impressions as a \textcolor{ered}{control function}, which isolates exogenous variation in realized impressions
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------	

\end{document}
%\begin{frame}{Step 1: Use ad spending to predict impressions}	
%	In competitive ad markets, TV spots are priced to reflect the value of the spots. \\ \vspace{.2cm}
%	
%	Because colleges are likely price takers in local TV ad markets, I assume that the amount spent on their ads \textcolor{ered}{$s_{jt}$} is a sufficient statistic for the attributes of the spot that determine $\mu_{jt}$.\\ \vspace{.2cm}
%	
%	\textbf{Assumption:} \textcolor{ered}{$E(\eta_{jt}|s_{jt})=0$} %The amount spent on the ads \textcolor{ered}{$s_{jt}$} is a sufficient statistic for the attributes of the spot that determine $\mu_{jt}$. \\ \vspace{.1cm}
%	
%	%Put differently, ad spending explains all of the variation in impressions that can be predicted in advance of the ad actually airing 
%	\pause	Using $s_{jt}$, I form a prediction $\hat{a}_{jt}$ of $\mu_{jt}$. 
%	$$\hat{a}_{jt}=f(s_{jt})$$
%	By assumption, $\hat{a}_{jt}$ captures all of the variation in impressions that can be predicted when the ads are purchased
%	
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------	
%\begin{frame}{Step 2: Use predicted impressions to address endogeneity}
%	
%	I insert a control function of the predicted impressions $C(\hat{a}_{jt})$ into Equation \ref{model} 
%	%\pause To exploit this variation, I insert a control function of ad spending $s_{jt}$ into the Equation \ref{model} from above, giving the following estimating equation:
%	
%	Estimating equation: Two-way fixed effects with control functions
%	\begin{flalign}\label{estimatingeqn}		
%		\large	y_{jt}&= \psi +\pmb{a}'_{jt}\pmb{\textcolor{ered}{\beta}} + C(\hat{\pmb{a}}_{jt})+  \pmb{x}'_{jt}\pmb{\gamma} + \tilde{\rho}_{j} + \tilde{\tau}_{t} + \tilde{u}_{jt}
%	\end{flalign}	
%	\pause	\alert{Intuition:} $C(\hat{\pmb{a}}_{jt})$ controls for the part of  $\pmb{a}_{jt}$ that correlates with $u_{jt}$, so the remaining component of the error, $\tilde{u}_{jt}$, is uncorrelated with $\pmb{a}_{jt}$. \\
%	\vspace{.2cm}
%	$\beta$ is identified if $E(\tilde{u}_{jt}|\pmb{a}_{jt}, C(\hat{\pmb{a}}_{jt}), \pmb{x}_{jt},j,t)=0$
%	(requires that $cov(\eta_{jt},u_{jt})=0$)
%	%If $cov(\eta_{jt},u_{jt})= 0$, then $\eta_{jt}$ can be leveraged as exogenous variation in impressions to identify the effect on enrollment \\ \vspace{.2cm}
%	% Example threat to validity: Hurricane sandy: negatively affects impressions and enrollment, but spending couldn't account for it!
%	
%\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	
%\begin{frame}{Cross-Sector Rival Effects on Non-Advertising Institutions}
%	\begin{table}[!htbp]
%			\tiny
%			\centering
%			\vspace{-.5cm}
%			\resizebox{.6\textheight}{!}{
%					\centering
%					\tiny
%					\begin{threeparttable}
%							\scriptsize
%							%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
%							\estauto{lnugds_j_xrj_noadv_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_ln}{2}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
%							%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
%						\end{threeparttable}
%				}
%		\end{table}
%\end{frame}
%%%------------------------------------------------
%%%------------------------------------------------



\end{document} % TEMP TO GET IT TO RUN 02/22/23

%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	
%\begin{frame}{Comparing Advertisers and Non-Advertisers}
%	%\begin{table}
%	%	\centering
%	\begin{table}[!htbp]
%		\tiny
%		\centering
%		%\caption{}
%		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
%			\centering
%			\begin{threeparttable}
%				\vspace{-.65cm}
%				\large
%				\estauto{\tablefolder{sum_collvars_ls1_bysct_byadv_2015_m_a_y_DMA_cz}}{10}{D{.}{)}{0}}
%				%sum_collvars_ls1_bysct_byadv_2015_m_a_y_EDITED2
%				%	\Fignote{Table \ref{table:advpartic} displays averages for non-selective postsecondary institutions in the 25 largest media markets (DMAs) for years 2010-2018. Data come from the U.S. Department of Education's Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). Columns correspond to different samples of institutions.} 
%			\end{threeparttable}
%		}
%	\end{table}
%\end{frame}
%--------------------------------\newcommand{\figfolder}[1]{/Users/elise_marifian/Documents/Advertising/Empirical/figures/regressions/#1}----------------
%------------------------------------------------	
\section{Results}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%\begin{transitionframe}
%	\begin{center}
	%		{ \Huge \textcolor{ered}{Results}}
	%	\end{center}
%\end{transitionframe}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Effects of Own and Rival GRPs on Enrollment}
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\centering
		\resizebox{1.2\textheight}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				\small
		\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{lvl}}{2}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				
			%	\estauto{\fdenrln{grp}{lnugds}{j_m}{ls1}{a}{y}{unitid}{2015}}{2}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}

%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Advertising Effects by Quartile of Ad Spending}
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\tiny
		\centering
		\vspace{-.6cm}
		\resizebox{.7\textheight}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
				\tiny
				\estauto{\fdenrgrp{ugds}{m_DMA_cz_qspendb_FE1_speccomp_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{1}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Own-Advertising Elasticities by Control}
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\tiny
		\centering
		\vspace{-.5cm}
		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
				\normalsize
				\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_xccb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln_own}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------

\begin{frame}{Own and Rival Elasticities: Treatment $\times$ Institution Control}
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\tiny
		\centering
		\vspace{-.5cm}
		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
				\LARGE
				\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}

%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Rival Effects}
%	\begin{table}[!htbp]
%		\tiny
%		\centering
%		\vspace{-.5cm}
%		\resizebox{\textheight}{!}{
%			\centering
%			\begin{threeparttable}
%				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
%				\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_c_xrc_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{2}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
%			\end{threeparttable}
%		}
%	\end{table}
%\end{frame}

%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Cross-Control Effects of Rival Advertising}
	\vspace{-.3cm}
	\begin{figure}
		\centering
		\includegraphics[height=\textheight, keepaspectratio]{\figfolderstata{riv_xccb_ls1_lnugds_grp_a_y_2015_unitid.png}}
	\end{figure}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Cross-Sector Rival Elasticities}
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\centering
		\vspace{-.5cm}
		\resizebox{\textwidth}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
				\normalsize
				\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{rival_matrix_lnugds}{j_xjcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------

%\begin{frame}{Cross-Sector Rival Effects on Non-Advertising Institutions}
%	\begin{table}[!htbp]
%		\tiny
%		\centering
%		\vspace{-.5cm}
%		\resizebox{.6\textheight}{!}{
%			\centering
%			\tiny
%			\begin{threeparttable}
%				\scriptsize
%				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
%				\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{j_xrj_noadv_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{2}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
%				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
%			\end{threeparttable}
%		}
%	\end{table}
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Discussion}
Why do for-profits benefit more than public colleges?
\begin{itemize}
	\pause \item[$+$] Differential value of ads as \textcolor{ered}{increasing awareness}?
	\item[$+$] More informative content?
\end{itemize}
\pause Advertising especially beneficial to for-profit colleges. Does it benefit those students?
\begin{itemize}			
	\pause \item[$+$] Those diverted away from community college pay more out of pocket
	\item[$+$] But costs could be outweighed by higher degree completion rates
	\pause \item[$+$] Responsiveness to for-profit ads may help explain recent growth of for-profit colleges despite plummeting enrollment at community colleges
\end{itemize}	
\pause More research needed to understand how student outcomes affected
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------

\begin{frame}{Summary of Findings}
I find that \textcolor{ered}{students have varied responses to ads} by different types of colleges	\\ \vspace{.2cm}
\pause	1. Constant effects model \textcolor{ered}{masks heterogeneity by institution type} \\ \vspace{.2cm}
\pause	2. Effect of \textcolor{ered}{rival advertising differs by the level} of institution
	\begin{itemize}
		\item[$+$] Among 2 year institutions, evidence of cross-sector business stealing:
		\begin{itemize}
			\item[] 2 year for-profit advertising harms community colleges (-0.10)
		\end{itemize}
		\item[$+$] Among 4 year colleges, evidence of \textcolor{ered}{w/in sector} positive spillovers 
		\begin{itemize}
			\item[] Public on public: 0.06
			\item[] For-profit on for-profit: 0.135			
		\end{itemize}	
	\end{itemize}
\pause	3. Ads by private non-profits benefit for-profits, while own effect insignificant
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Robustness}
	1. Placebo regression to examine presence of time-varying demand shocks
	\begin{itemize}
		\item Add future advertising and controls to estimating equation
		\begin{flalign*}\label{placebo}		
			\large	y_{jt}= \psi & + \pmb{a}'_{jt}\pmb{\beta_{1}} + C(\hat{\pmb{a}}_{jt}) + \pmb{x}'_{jt}\pmb{\gamma_{1}}
			+\boxed{ \pmb{a}'_{j,t+1}\pmb{\textcolor{ered}{\beta_{2}}} + C(\hat{\pmb{a}}_{j,t+1}) 
				+ \pmb{x}'_{j,t+1}\pmb{\gamma_{2}}} + \bar{\rho}_{j} + \bar{\tau}_{t} + {v}_{jt}
		\end{flalign*}	
		H$_{0}$: $\pmb{\beta}_{2}=0$, H$_{1}$: $\pmb{\beta}_{2}\neq0$
	\end{itemize}
%	\pause 2. Check not detecting noise
%	\begin{itemize}
%		\item[$+$] Permute own impressions and spending values
%		\item[$+$] Estimate model using non-advertisers
%		\item[$+$] Own-advertising coefficients should not be significant
%	\end{itemize}
	\pause 2. Examine colleges' ad buying strategies over course of year
\begin{itemize}
	\item[$+$] Colleges learning to choose better ads could be a problem
	\item[$+$] I'll check that there aren't big changes in program types, dayparts, age/sex groups targeted
\end{itemize}
\pause 3. Examine explanatory power of unseasonal weather and power outages in residual variation in impressions
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Robustness Plans continued}
%	3. Assess that results are robust to additional controls
%	\begin{itemize}
%		\item[$+$] County$\times$Year fixed effects
%		\item[$+$] Indicator if $j$ had a within-commuting zone rival close in $t-1$
%		\item[$+$] Additional annual economic and population controls for counties
%	\end{itemize}
%	\pause 4. Examine colleges' ad buying strategies over course of year
%	\begin{itemize}
%		\item[$+$] Endogenous responses w/in year could be a problem
%		\item[$+$] I'll check that there aren't big changes in program types, dayparts, age/sex groups targeted
%	\end{itemize}
%	\pause 5. Examine explanatory power of unseasonal weather and power outages in residual variation in impressions
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Stay Tuned}
In-Progress Work
\begin{itemize}
	\item[$+$] Predict impressions using ad spot characteristics
	\begin{itemize}
		\item[] Train ML (e.g. LASSO) model on sample of previously aired ads for all types of products
		\item[] Allows me to estimate impacts using impressions and enrollment by sex
	\end{itemize}
	\item[$+$] Estimate effects of enrollment for different races
	\item[$+$] Examine impacts on persistence after the first year, earnings
	%\item[$+$] Counterfactual: Enrollment with zero local TV ad spending
\end{itemize}

\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Conclusion}
	I use the universe of local TV occurrences to generate a novel dataset on college advertising \\ \vspace{.2cm}
	I provide the first estimates of the effect of local TV ad impressions on college enrollment \\ \vspace{.2cm}
	\pause
\textbf{Findings}
	\begin{enumerate}
		\item Own advertising effects are large for for-profit colleges
		\item Null estimate of rival effects masks heterogeneity across institution types
		\begin{itemize}
			\pause	\item[$+$]  Advertising by 2 year for-profit colleges siphons enrollment from public 2 year colleges
			\item[$+$]  Advertising by private non-profits increases enrollment at for-profits
			\item[$+$]  Positive within-sector spillovers among 4 year colleges
			% Advertising by 4 year public colleges helps other 4 year publics but harms 4 year for-profits
			%\item Advertising by 4-year for-profit colleges has positive spillovers on other for-profit colleges' enrollment
		\end{itemize}
	\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}

%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Acknowledgments}
	%	\scriptsize
	%	Researcher's own analyses calculated (or derived) based in part on data from The Nielsen Company (US), LLC and marketing databases provided through the Nielsen Datasets at the Kilts Center for Marketing Data Center at The University of Chicago Booth School of Business. The conclusions drawn from the Nielsen data are those of the researcher and do not reflect the views of Nielsen. Nielsen is not responsible for, had no role in, and was not involved in analyzing and preparing the results reported herein. 
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\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\appendix

\begin{frame}{The U.S. has 210 media markets known as DMAs}\label{DMAs}
	\vspace{-.7cm}
	\begin{figure}
		\centering
		\includegraphics[width=1.4\textheight, keepaspectratio]{st_dma_inst}
	\end{figure}
	\vspace{-1.8cm}\hyperlink{impressions}{\beamergotobutton{Return}}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Institutional details: Local TV advertising}
	Ad spots are sold by broadcast networks (e.g. ABC, CBS, CW, FOX, NBC) %\pause or cable (e.g. CNN, ESPN) networks 
	\begin{itemize}
		\item[$+$] 1 hour show: 18 min of commercials, \textcolor{ered}{$\sim$2 min can be sold by local affiliates} %Say: sold by local ``affiliate" or local broadcast stations
		% \item[] \pause Local ads accounted for 95\% of TV ads by colleges in 2010 % (spot, regionalcable, network clearance, syndicate clearance)
		%\item[] Spot ads accounted for 81\% of TV ad occurrences and 51\% of TV ad spending by colleges in 2010	
	\end{itemize}
	\pause \textbf{Buying local TV ad time}
	\begin{itemize}
		\item[$+$] Can purchase a few days to 1 year in advance (availability and prices vary)
		%	\item[$+$] Directly through station or through media buying agencies
		\item[$+$] Common to purchase 13 week bundles
		\item[$+$] Select a day-network-daypart to target demographic groups of interest
		%	\item[$+$] Impressions guarantees in local TV are 95\% per station per quarter
		% \item[] Purchased via phone or email		
	\end{itemize}					
	\pause \textcolor{ered}{Advertisers must accept some uncertainty:} 	Ad may not air when expected (breaking news, schedule change) or at all (preempted by higher offer for spot)
	%	\begin{itemize}
		%		\item ads may not air when expected (breaking news, overtime, event delay)
		%		\item ad may not air at all (spots can be preempted by higher bids)		
		% Number of impressions may or may not be guaranteed 
		%	\end{itemize}  
	
	%``Run of schedule": Network ultimately can choose % Spots can be preempted; advertisers get invoices detailing airings \\ \vspace{.2cm}
	% Where Stations/Agencies do deliver your guaranteed 90-95%, it is often through a different combination of programs and times of day than originally intended.  Impressions fell short in a buzzworthy Primetime drama watched by higher income employed people and were made up in Daytime talk show watched by housewives and retirees.  The â��handshakeâ�� understanding is that recovery weight will be comparable to the paid weight which under-delivered, but this is not something which many agencies actually track. https://www.mediaaudit.com/post/we-can-buy-your-spot-tv-and-radio-cheaper
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Own and Rival Effects from 100 GRPs}
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\tiny
		\centering
		\vspace{-.5cm}
		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
				\LARGE
				\estauto{\fdenrgrp{ugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{lvl}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Own-Advertising Effects from 100 GRPs (heterogeneous model)}
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\tiny
		\centering
		\vspace{-.5cm}
		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
				\normalsize
				\estauto{\fdenrgrp{ugds}{c_xccb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{lvl_own}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Heterogeneous Effects by Sector (Elasticities)}
	\begin{table}[!htbp]
		\tiny
		\centering
		\vspace{-.5cm}
		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
			\centering
			\begin{threeparttable}
				%	lnugds_j_m_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015_lvl
				\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{j_m_xjo_xjr_xjb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
				%\estauto{\fdenrlngrp{lnugds}{c_m_xco_xcr_xcb_ls1_DMA_cz_FE1_a_y_unitid_2015}{ln}}{8}{D{.}{.}{-1}}
			\end{threeparttable}
		}
	\end{table}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Effect of Ad Spending on Impressions}
	\alert{Baseline Specification}
	\begin{flalign*}
		a_{jt} = &\sigma + \gamma s_{jt} + \phi_{t} + \delta_{j} + \eta_{jt}, 
	\end{flalign*}
	where
	\begin{itemize}
		\item 	$j$ = institution
		%	\item $\hat{t}$= calendar year (Jan. 1 - Dec. 31)
		\item $t$= academic year
		\item  $a_{j,t}$ = impressions of 18-34 year olds in $j$'s media market from $j$'s local TV ad spots in $t$				
		\item  $s_{j,t}$ = amount spent on TV ad spots by $j$ in $t$
		\item  $\phi_{t}$ =  year fixed effects
		\item $\delta_{j}$ = institution fixed effects
	\end{itemize}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	

\end{document}
%OLD
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------

%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Heterogeneous Effects of 100 Own GRPs on Enrollment}
\begin{table}[!htbp]
	\tiny
	\centering
	\vspace{-.5cm}
	\resizebox{.9\linewidth}{!}{
		\centering
		\begin{threeparttable}
			\small
			\estauto{\fdenrln{grp}{lnugds}{j_xjcb}{ls1}{a}{y}{unitid}{2015_own}}{3}{D{.}{.}{-1}D{.}{.}{-1}S[table-format=5.5]}
			\starnote 
			%\Fignote{Sample includes Title IV less-selective colleges in the 25 largest DMAs from 2010-2015. GRPs = \textit{Gross Ratings Points} for 18-34 year olds for ads aired in same DMA where institution is located. Standard errors are clustered by institution.}
			
		\end{threeparttable}
	}
\end{table}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------

\begin{frame}{Rival Ads: Percent Effects Vary by Exposed Institution's Sector}%
\vspace{-.3cm}
\begin{table}[!htbp]
	\tiny
	\centering
	\resizebox{.85\linewidth}{!}{
		\centering
		\begin{threeparttable}
			\tiny
			\estauto{\fdenrln{grp}{lnugds}{j_m_xjr}{ls1}{a}{y}{unitid}{2015}}{4}{D{.}{.}{5.5}S[table-format=5.5]} 
			\starnote 
		\end{threeparttable}
	}
\end{table}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Rival Effects Vary by Advertiser Sector}
%	\vspace{-.6cm}
%	\begin{table}[!htbp]
%		\tiny
%		\centering
%		%\caption{}
%		\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
	%			\centering
	%				\vspace{-.3cm}
	%			\begin{threeparttable}
		%				\normalsize
		%				\estauto{\fdenrln{grp}{lnugds}{j_m_j}{ls1}{a}{y}{unitid}{2015}}{4}{D{.}{.}{5.5}S[table-format=5.5]}
		%				\starnote
		%				\Fignote{Sample includes Title IV less-selective colleges in the 25 largest DMAs from 2010-2015. GRPs = \textit{Gross Ratings Points} for 18-34 year olds for ads aired in same DMA where institution is located. Standard errors are clustered by institution.}
		%			\end{threeparttable}
	%		}
%	\end{table}
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Rival Results by Sector Pairs}
\vspace{-.6cm}
\begin{table}[!htbp]
	\small
	\centering
	\resizebox{\linewidth}{!}{
		\centering
		\begin{threeparttable}
			\small
			\estauto{\fdenrln{grp}{rival_matrix_lnugds}{j_xjcb}{ls1}{a}{y}{unitid}{2015}}{5}{D{.}{.}{-1}} 
			\Fignote{Sample includes Title IV less-selective colleges in the 25 largest DMAs from 2010-2015. GRPs = \textit{Gross Ratings Points} for 18-34 year olds for ads aired in same DMA where institution is located. Standard errors are clustered by institution.}
		\end{threeparttable}
	}
\end{table}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Effects of TV Ads on Enrollment at 2 Year For-Profits}\label{effects_2fp}
\onslide<1-4>{		
	\alert{Evidence of business stealing \textit{and} positive spillovers of rival ads}
}
\onslide<1-4>{			
	\begin{columns}[T] % align columns
		\begin{column}{.3\textwidth}
			
			\begin{wideitemize}
				\onslide<2-4>{	\item Positive own advertising effect}				
				\onslide<3-4>{	\item Within-sector cannibalizing effect}
				%\onslide<3->{	\item Harmed by ads by rival 2 year for-profits}
				\onslide<4-4>{	\item Benefit from ads by rival private non-profits}
			\end{wideitemize}
		\end{column}%
	}
	\hfill%
	\onslide<1-4>{		
		\begin{column}{.8\textwidth}
			\vspace{-.3cm}
			\resizebox{\textwidth}{!}{
				\includegraphics[scale=0.27]{\figfolder{2fp_own_riv_xjcb_ls1.png}}
			}
		\end{column}%
	}
\end{columns}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Effects of TV Ads on Enrollment at 4 Year For-Profits}\label{effects_4fp}
%	\onslide<1-4>{			
%		\begin{columns}[T] % align columns
	%			\begin{column}{.3\textwidth}
		%				
		%				\begin{wideitemize}
			%					\onslide<2-4>{	\item Positive own advertising effect}				
			%					\onslide<3-4>{	\item Harmed by public college ads}
			%					%\onslide<3->{	\item Harmed by ads by rival 2 year for-profits}
			%					\onslide<4-4>{	\item Benefit from ads by within sector rivals}
			%				\end{wideitemize}
		%			\end{column}%
	%		}
%		\hfill%
%		\onslide<1-4>{		
	%			\begin{column}{.8\textwidth}
		%				\vspace{-.2cm}
		%				\resizebox{\textwidth}{!}{
			%					\includegraphics[scale=0.27]{\figfolder{4fp_own_riv_xjcb_ls1.png}}
			%				}
		%			\end{column}%
	%		}
%	\end{columns}
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Effects of TV Ads on Enrollment at 2 Year Publics}\label{effects_2p}
%
%	\onslide<1-4>{			
%		\begin{columns}[T] % align columns
	%			\begin{column}{.3\textwidth}
		%				
		%				\begin{wideitemize}
			%					\onslide<2-4>{	\item Positive own advertising effect}				
			%					\onslide<3-4>{	\item Harmed by 2 year for-profit and private non-profit ads}
			%					%\onslide<3->{	\item Harmed by ads by rival 2 year for-profits}
			%					\onslide<4-4>{	\item Benefit from 4 year for-profit ads}
			%				\end{wideitemize}
		%			\end{column}%
	%		}
%		\hfill%
%		\onslide<1-4>{		
	%			\begin{column}{.8\textwidth}
		%				\vspace{-.2cm}
		%				\resizebox{\textwidth}{!}{
			%					\includegraphics[scale=0.27]{\figfolder{2p_own_riv_xjcb_ls1.png}}
			%				}
		%			\end{column}%
	%		}
%	\end{columns}
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------

%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Effects of TV Ads on Enrollment at 2 Year Publics}\label{effects_2p}
%\onslide<1-4>{			
%	\begin{columns}[T] % align columns
	%		\begin{column}{.3\textwidth}
		%			
		%			\begin{wideitemize}
			%				\onslide<2-4>{	\item Positive own effects}
			%				\onslide<3-4>{	\item 1SD GRPs by 2 year for-profits $\downarrow$ enr at 2 year publics by 5.8 \%}
			%				%\onslide<3->{	\item Harmed by ads by rival 2 year for-profits}
			%			\end{wideitemize}
		%		\end{column}%
	%	}
%	\hfill%
%	\onslide<1-4>{		
	%		\begin{column}{.8\textwidth}
		%			\vspace{-.2cm}			
		%			\resizebox{\textwidth}{!}{
			%				\includegraphics[scale=0.28]{\figfolder{2p_own_riv_xjcb_ls1.png}}
			%			}
		%		\end{column}%
	%	}
%\end{columns}	
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Effects of TV Ads on Enrollment: 4 Year For-Profits}\label{effects_4fp}
%	\begin{itemize}
	%		\item Ads by 4 year publics $\downarrow$ enr at 2 year for-profits by 35.1 \%
	%	\end{itemize}
%	\begin{figure}[h]
	%			\begin{center}
		%					\includegraphics[scale=0.3]{\figfolder{4fp_own_riv_xjcb_ls1.png}}
		%				\end{center}
	%		\end{figure}	
%	%	\vspace{-1.8cm}\hyperlink{bs_enr_all}{\beamergotobutton{Alt. Spec.}}
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Effects of TV Ads on Enrollment at 4 Year Publics}\label{effects_4p}
%	\begin{figure}[h]
	%		\begin{center}
		%			\includegraphics[scale=0.34]{\figfolder{4p_own_riv_xjcb_ns1.png}}
		%		\end{center}
	%	\end{figure}	
%	%	\vspace{-1.8cm}\hyperlink{bs_enr_all}{\beamergotobutton{Alt. Spec.}}
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Ads by 2 Year-Profits Increase Enrollment at 4 Year Publics}\label{2fp_riveffects}
%	\vspace{-.2cm}
%	\begin{figure}[h]
	%		\begin{center}
		%			\caption{Effects of 1,000 2 Year For-Profit GRPs on Rival Enrollment (Levels)}
		%			\vspace{-.5cm}			
		%			\includegraphics[scale=0.3]{\figfolder{riv_j1_ls1_ugds_s1_grp_a_y_2015_unitid.png}}
		%		\end{center}
	%	\end{figure}	
%	%	\vspace{-1.8cm}\hyperlink{bs_enr_all}{\beamergotobutton{Alt. Spec.}}
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{Ads by 4 Year-Profits Increase Enrollment at 2 Year Publics}\label{4fp_riveffects}
%	\vspace{-.2cm}
%	\begin{figure}[h]
	%		\begin{center}
		%			\caption{Effects of 1,000 4 Year For-Profit GRPs on Rival Enrollment (Levels)}
		%			\vspace{-.5cm}	
		%			\includegraphics[scale=0.3]{\figfolder{riv_j3_ls1_ugds_s1_grp_a_y_2015_unitid.png}}
		%		\end{center}
	%	\end{figure}	
%	%	\vspace{-1.8cm}\hyperlink{bs_enr_all}{\beamergotobutton{Alt. Spec.}}
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Non-Profit Advertising Reduces Enrollment at 4 Year Publics}\label{pnp_riveffects}
	\vspace{-.2cm}
	\begin{figure}[h]
		\begin{center}
			\caption{Effects of 1,000 Private Non-Profit GRPs on Rival Enrollment (Levels)}
			\vspace{-.5cm}	
			\includegraphics[scale=0.3]{\figfolder{riv_j4_ls1_ugds_s1_grp_a_y_2015_unitid.png}}
		\end{center}
	\end{figure}	
	%	\vspace{-1.8cm}\hyperlink{bs_enr_all}{\beamergotobutton{Alt. Spec.}}
\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{2 Year For-Profit Ads Benefit 4 Year Colleges that Don't Advertise}\label{2fp_riveffects_na}
%	\vspace{-.2cm}	
%	\begin{figure}[h]
	%		\begin{center}
		%			\caption{Effects of 2 Year For-Profit Ads on Enrollment at Non-Advertising Colleges}
		%			\includegraphics[scale=0.3]{\figfolder{riv_j1_ls1_ugds_s1_grp_a_y_2015_unitid_na.png}}
		%		\end{center}
	%	\end{figure}	
%	%	\vspace{-1.8cm}\hyperlink{bs_enr_all}{\beamergotobutton{Alt. Spec.}}
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------
%\begin{frame}{}\label{2fp_riveffects_na}
%	\vspace{-.2cm}	
%	\begin{figure}[h]
	%		\begin{center}
		%			\caption{Effects of Non-Profit Advertising on Enrollment at Non-Advertisers}
		%			\includegraphics[scale=0.3]{\figfolder{riv_j4_ls1_ugds_s1_grp_a_y_2015_unitid_na.png}}
		%		\end{center}
	%	\end{figure}	
%	%	\vspace{-1.8cm}\hyperlink{bs_enr_all}{\beamergotobutton{Alt. Spec.}}
%\end{frame}
%%------------------------------------------------
%%------------------------------------------------

%%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Conclusion}
	I generate the first estimates of the effect of college advertising on enrollment
	\pause
	\textbf{Findings}
	\begin{enumerate}
		\item Own advertising effects are large for for-profit and private non-profit colleges
		\item The constant effects model masks heterogeneous effects of rival advertising
		\begin{itemize}
			\pause	\item Publics appear to be harmed by rival ads, 4 year for-profits benefit
			\item Advertising by 2 year for-profit colleges siphons enrollment from other 2 year colleges
			\item Advertising by private non-profits increases enrollment at 2 year for-profits
			%\item Advertising by 4 year public colleges helps other 4 year publics but harms 4 year for-profits
			%\item Advertising by 4-year for-profit colleges has positive spillovers on other for-profit colleges' enrollment
		\end{itemize}
	\end{enumerate}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
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\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\appendix

\begin{frame}{The U.S. has 210 media markets known as DMAs}\label{DMAs}
	\vspace{-.7cm}
	\begin{figure}
		\centering
		\includegraphics[width=1.4\textheight, keepaspectratio]{st_dma_inst}
	\end{figure}
	\vspace{-1.8cm}\hyperlink{impressions}{\beamergotobutton{Return}}
\end{frame}

%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------
\begin{frame}{Effect of Ad Spending on Impressions}
	\alert{Baseline Specification}
	\begin{flalign*}
		Imp_{jt} = &\sigma + \gamma Spend_{jt} + \phi_{t} + \delta_{j} + \eta_{jt}, 
	\end{flalign*}
	where
	\begin{itemize}
		\item 	$j$ = institution
		%	\item $\hat{t}$= calendar year (Jan. 1 - Dec. 31)
		\item $t$= academic year
		\item  $Imp_{j,t}$ = impressions of 18-34 year olds in $j$'s media market from $j$'s local TV ad spots in $t$				
		\item  $Spend_{j,t}$ = amount spent on TV ad spots by $j$ in $t$
		\item  $\phi_{t}$ =  year fixed effects
		\item $\delta_{j}$ = institution fixed effects
	\end{itemize}
\end{frame}
%------------------------------------------------
%------------------------------------------------	

\end{document}

